++SHADOW WAR: ARMAGEDDON++

MISSION: POWER STRUGGLE
NUMBER OF PLAYERS: 2-3
In this mission, two or three
kill teams have stumbled upon
a missed cargo drop of power
nodes. This is a potentially useful
asset, and each team will have
to act quickly to lock them down
before another group claims
them.

TWISTS

Use the table below in place of the standard Twists. Each player rolls
2D6 for a Twist. Duplicate results have no effect.
2

Lubricant Spill: Globs of grease are raining down from burst
pipes overhead. Roll a dice for any fighter who attempts to run or
charge. On a roll of 1, the fighter slips and becomes pinned in place
instead, traveling no distance.

3

Rolling Blackouts: Flickering overhead lights, sprays of indoor
rain from fire-sprinkler systems, random static discharges, sudden
episodes of pitch darkness and flaring lanterns hamper the fighters’ visibility even when enhanced by machines. Optical equipment and targeting aids cannot be used. Gitfindas, red-dot laser
sights, telescopic sights, photo-visors, mirrorhelms, mining suit
spotlights, omnispexes, markerlights, and scanning arrays are all
out of commission.

4

Fear And Confusion: All fighters add 1 to Leadership test rolls
including break tests, fear tests, and so on.

Objective

The winner and loser(s) of this
mission are determined by
comparing the players’ victory
point scores when the mission
ends. Each team scores victory
points, even if they bottle out. The
team with the highest score wins.
In the case of a tie for first, there
is no winner.

5-9 No Twist.

• You will earn 10 victory points if
your kill team does not bottle out.

10

• You will earn 5 victory points
for each enemy fighter downed
or taken out of action by your kill
team.

Flooded: The battlefield is covered in foul-smelling water and
floating debris up to the fighters’ knees or thereabouts. The
ground level of the battlefield and any areas below it are treated as
difficult ground (halve movement rate).

11

• You will earn 25 victory points
for each power node your kill
team holds when the mission
ends.

Low On Supplies: The kill teams have stumbled into this situation
after a long patrol, having burnt through most of their ammunition without a proper resupply. All Ammo Rolls are made with D6
instead of 2D6.

12

Hive Fog: The combination of heat and condensation from promethium storage tanks and pumps sometimes coalesces into dense
indoor fog. Shooting attacks lose all of their range bonuses, but
keep any penalties.

• You will earn 10 victory points
for each power node your kill
team destroys.

Credits:
The inspiration and name for this mission comes from Reddit user TehMephs.
This version (vDag03) by DagobahDave.

setup tURN ORDER

The players roll off to determine
the turn order. The highest
scoring player will take the first
turn during setup and will take
the first turn of the mission,
followed by the next-highest
scoring player, and so on.

PLACING TERRAIN

The battlefield must be 4 by 4
feet, with some terrain already
prepared and in place. These can
be set up by a referee or by player
consensus. A great variety of
additional scatter terrain pieces
and structures large and small
should be set off to the side ready
for placement.
Starting with the first player,
the players take turns choosing
2 pieces of terrain and placing
them on the battlefield, within the
following limitations:
• Each terrain piece must
be placed at ground level
further than 2” from any edge.
Connectors such as catwalks and
ladders are obvious exceptions,
as well as small features such
as crates and barrels as long as
these do not completely block
pathways.
• Each piece of terrain you place
on your turn must be further than
4” from one another, but may be
placed adjacent to the starting
terrain and any terrain that was
laid down by other players on
previous turns.

PLACING POWER NODES

When there are no scatter pieces
left to be placed, the next player
takes a turn placing the first of
7 terrain pieces representing
the power nodes. The players
continue taking their turns in
order, each placing a power node
within the following limitations:
• Each power node must be placed
at ground level further than 8”
from any table edge, and further
than 6” from any other power
node.
• Each power node must be placed
at least 1” from any obstruction or
ledge, allowing each power node
to be accessed from any direction.

KILL TEAM DEPLOYMENT

Once all 7 power nodes are placed,
the next player in the turn order
chooses the table corner they
wish to deploy in. The next player
must take the opposite corner. If
there is a third player, they may
select either of the remaining
corners.
Once the players are situated in
their new corners, they will be
granted exactly 30 seconds to
deploy their fighters within 12”
of their corners. Players may
measure and mark out their
deployment zones before the
countdown begins. Any fighters
not placed when time runs out
must miss this fight.

battle turn order

The players roll off again to
determine the turn order that will
be used for special deployments
and throughout the rest of the
mission. The player who scores
highest will take the first turn,
followed by the player who scores
second-highest, and finally the
player who scored lowest (if
playing with three players).
If a mission begins with two
players or is reduced to two
players, they alternate their turn
order as usual for a two player
battle.

SPECIAL DEPLOYMENTS

Starting with the first player,
each player may take one turn
resolving one of their fighter’s
special deployment abilities such
as Infiltration. Only one fighter
may use a special deployment
ability on each team.

STARTING THE BATTLE

The battle now begins with the
first player taking their turn.

battle TIMER

One player is randomly selected to
keep track of the number of game
rounds that transpire. At the
start of the 5th round and each
subsequent round of play, the
timekeeper player rolls 2D6. If the
result is equal to or less than the
current round number, the battle
ends immediately. Otherwise, it
continues.
This mission-ending moment
represents a rush of scavengers
and other scum who quickly
surround and claim any power
nodes that the kill teams have not
secured.

BOTTLE TESTS

A kill team must begin making
bottle tests at the beginning of
its turns once 50% of its fighters
are down or out of action, but
may voluntarily bottle out at the
beginning of its turn if at least
25% of its fighters are down or out
of action.

ENDING THE MISSION

The game ends when one team
stands alone with all others
having bottled out, or when the
battle timer expires. Determine
the winner and loser(s) of the
battle by comparing their point
scores as described earlier.

POWER NODE ruleS

Fighters can interact with the
power nodes in several ways.
Approaching An Attended
Power Node
A fighter may not move into base
contact with a power node if an
enemy fighter is already in base
base contact with it. The fighter
may instead charge the attending
enemy fighter if they have
sufficient movement.
Attacking A Power Node
Power nodes are structures that
can be attacked as described in
the Attacking Terrain Features
rules.
Power nodes are treated as having
Toughness 6 and Wounds 2. Being
approximately the same size as
a fighter, power nodes are not
considered to be either large or
small.
When a locked power node is
destroyed, its owner loses control
of it.

Locking A Power Node
A fighter that is free to act (not
in hand-to-hand combat, and not
pinned or downed) can attempt
to lock a power node by ending its
movement in base contact with
it and rolling a D6. On a roll of 4+,
the node is locked for that team’s
use, to be picked up later on when
things have quieted down. If the
fighter is a Specialist, the node
is locked on a roll of 3+ instead.
Place a marker to indicate that
the node is controlled by that kill
team.
If a fighter that is free to act
(not in hand-to-hand combat,
not pinned or downed) starts
its turn in base contact with an
unsecured power node, the fighter
automatically succeeds at locking
it and may continue to move and
take other actions as normal.
Attempting to lock a power node
does not prevent a fighter from
shooting.
Networking Power Nodes
When a team holds three or more
power nodes, a Specialist fighter
from their team can attempt to
network the entire array.
The Specialist must be in base
contact with one of the team’s
secured nodes, and must forgo
any shooting during their
shooting phase to concentrate on
the task. Roll D6. On a roll of 4+ all
of the power nodes that have not
been destroyed (including those
that have been locked by other
teams) immediately come under
the control of that Specialist’s
team.

Changing A Lock
A locked power node may still
be claimed by another team,
although changing the lock is a
greater challenge.
A fighter that is free to act (not
in hand-to-hand combat, and not
pinned or downed) can attempt to
change the lock on an unattended
power node by ending its
movement in base contact with it
and rolling a D6. On a roll of 6, the
node becomes locked down by the
the new team. Specialists succeed
at changing the locks on a roll of
5+ instead.
Fighters that start their turn in
base contact with a power node
do not automatically succeed at
changing the lock, but may roll
again. Regardless of the result,
that player may then move as
normal if they wish.
Attempting to change the lock on
a power node does not prevent a
fighter from shooting.

